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SPLITTING  FIELDS  AND  SEPARABILITY

MARK RAMRAS1

Abstract. It is a classical result that if (Ä,3J!) is a complete

discrete valuation ring with quotient field K, and if RjJil is perfect,

then any finite dimensional central simple A"-aIgebra S can be split

by a field L which is an unramified extension of K. Here we prove

that if OR, 3JÎ) is any regular local ring, and if 2 contains an Ä-order

A whose global dimension is finite and such that A/Rad A is

central simple over /f/3Ji, then the existence of an "Ä-unramified"

splitting field L for S implies that A is Ä-separable. Using this

theorem we construct an example which shows that if R is a

regular local ring of dimension greater than one, and if its char-

acteristic is not 2, then there is a central division algebra over K

which has no Ä-unramified splitting field.

In the study of central simple algebras, splitting fields play an important

role. A well-known classical result states that if 2 is a finite dimensional

central simple algebra over a field K, then 2 can be split by a field L which

is a finite separable extension of K. If K is the quotient field of a complete

discrete valuation ring R whose residue class field /?/9Ji is perfect, then L

can be chosen so that the integral closure, S, of R in L, is iî-separable [4,

Chapter 5, Theorem 8]. Using this fact, Auslander and Goldman [2,

Proposition 8.4] proved that if R is a discrete valuation ring (not necessarily

complete) with perfect residue class field and if A is a maximal /?-order in

S such that the center of A/N is 7?/9Xt (where N is the Jacobson radical of

A), then A is Zv-separable. Our purpose in this paper is to generalize this

result, and thereby produce an example of a division algebra £ which

cannot be split by any ".ft-unramified" extension L of K, where R is a

regular local ring of dimension greater than one.

Definition. Let R be a domain with quotient field K. A finite field ex-

tension L of K is R-unramified if L is the quotient field of some 7?-aIgebra

S which is /^-separable and finitely generated as an /?-module.
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Theorem. Let (R, 3)1) be a regular local ring with quotient field K. Let

S be a finite dimensional central simple K-algebra which contains an R-order

A such that gldimA<oo, and A/Rad A is central simple over RJ3R.

Suppose 2l has an R-unramified splitting field L. Then A is R-separable.

Proof. Assume first that £ is complete. By hypothesis, L is the quo-

tient field of S, an £-separable domain which is a finitely generated £-

module. According to [1, Proposition 4.3], Sis £-free. Since £ is complete,

so is S, and therefore any proper idempotent in S/Rad S could be lifted to

one in S. But S is a domain, and hence contains no proper idempotent, so

S/Rad S has none either and is therefore a field. Since S is £-separable,

Rad S=3RS. Hence S is local, with maximal ideal WS. It follows that S is

a regular local ring.

Since SIMS is a field, S/3)IS ®M/m A//V is central simple over S/3JIS,

where 7V=RadA. But S/331S ®Rm A/NzuS ®R A/TV, so the latter, in
particular, is a simple ring. Since S is £-free, the sequence

0 -* S ®R N -+ S ®R A -* S ®R AjN -»■ 0

is exact. Hence S ®R N is a maximal two-sided ideal in S ®R A. Further-

more, since V=RadA and S®RN is a two-sided ideal, S®RN<=

Rad(S ®RA). Thus S ®R N=Rad(S ®R A) and S ®R A is quasi-local

(i.e. modulo its radical it is a simple ring). By [2, Theorem 1.8], gl dim S ®R

A_gl dim A< oo. Thus S ®R A has finite global dimension and is a quasi-

local S-order in L ®K S, a full matrix ring over £. We have recently proved

[3, Theorem 4] that under these conditions S ®R A is a full matrix ring

over S and is therefore 5-separabIe. Since S is £-separable, it follows

from [2, Theorem 2.3] that S ®R A is £-separable. But S is £-free, so by

[2, Proposition 1.7], A is /?-separable.

Now, for the general case, let (£, 3)1) be any regular local ring and let

(R, 3)1) he its completion in the 5Jl-adic topology. Let K be the quotient

field of R, let A = A ®R R, and let 2=2 ®K K. Finally, let L=L ®K K

and S—S ®R R. Since L is .^-separable, L is ^-separable, and therefore

L = LxQ- ■ -®LS (ring direct product) where each L¡ is a separable field

extension of K. If 5, denotes the image of Sin L{ under the projection map

L—*-Lt, then S=Sx<S- • -®SS. Thus S{ is an £-separabIe domain with

quotient field L¡. Since L splits S, L splits Í¡. Hence for each /, L( splits 2.

If A?=A/0/i£, then A?=Rad A, and A//V~A/A/. Hence A/A? is central

simple over R/3)ï. Also, gl dim A=gldim A. We may conclude, by our

proof for the complete case, that A is £-separable. But this implies that

A is £-separable.

Notation. For a commutative ring A, B(A) will denote the Brauer

group of A (cf. [2]).
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Corollary. Let (R, 9JT) be a regular local ring with quotient field K and

assume that B(RßJl) = 0 (e.g. Rß)l might be algebraically closed). Let

At±R be a central R-algebra, finitely generated as an R-module. Suppose

that A is local and gl dim A< oo. Then A®RK is a central division algebra

over K which has no R-unramified splitting field. (If Rftil is perfect, then the

dimension of R is greater than one.)

Proof. A ®R K is an artin ring containing a local order with finite

global dimension. By [3, Corollary 2], A ®R K is a division ring. Now if

A <&R K has an /î-unramified splitting field, then by the preceding theorem

A is P-separable. Since R is complete, the map B(R)-+B(RßJl), induced by

the projection map R->RlsM=Rßit, is a monomorphism [2, Corollary

6.2]. Since B(Rft)l) = 0, it follows that B(R)=0. Hence for some integer q,

À~Ma(R), the ring of qxq matrices over R. Therefore A/Rad A~

Â/Rad Â~M,(A/93l). But since A is local, A/Rad A is a division ring.

Hence A/Rad A~Rßl and<jr=l. Thus Á = R and so A = R. Contradiction.

Thus A ®H K has no /?-unramified splitting field.

Since R and A share all the properties of R and A, A Q;-, K has no R-

unramified splitting field. Thus if Rß)l is perfect, R cannot be a discrete

valuation ring [4, Chapter 5, Theorem 8]. Hence gl dim P=gl dim Ä>1.

We conclude with an

Example. Let (R, 9JÍ) be a regular local ring of dimension 2, and let

9)l=(X1, X2). Assume that K, the quotient field of R, has characteristic

#2. Let 2 be the quaternion /¿-algebra K[l, a, ß, aß] defined by a2 =

Xx, ß2=X2, and ßa=—aß. Then 11 has no /?-unramified splitting field.

Proof. Let A=R[l, a, ß, a/3]. A is an R-oxdex in E. Rad A=A(«, ß),

so that A/Rad A~/?/sJJl. Since

0-► A(ß, a)-► A © A ^U A(a, ß)-► 0

is a minimal free A-resolution of Rad A, the projective dimension of

Rad A is 1, and hence gl dim A=2.

Since Rad A=A(a, ß)^A(Xx, A'2)=9JL\, it follows that Rad A#/A
for any ideal /of/?. Hence A is not/^-separable [2, Corollary 3.2] and thus

by our theorem, S has no /?-unramified splitting field.

It should be noted that in the above example we restricted the global

dimension of R to 2 for notational convenience only. If gl dim R=n^3

and 9Jl= (Xx, ■ ■ ■ , Xn) and if A is defined as above, then the only difference

is that Rad A = A(a, ß, X3,- ■ ■ , X„) and gl dim A = zz.
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